Case the Place

- Targets random. The cruel twists of fate are unkind to the unfortunate.

- Method: Bomber X (too regulated & suspicious)
  - Biological warfare X (too involved, requires extensive knowledge, devices, and equipment)
  - Serial Murder X (too personal, too much evidence, easily caught few kills)
  - Mass Murder/Space ✓ (maximum casualties, easily performed w/firearm although primitive in nature. No fear of consequences being caught 99% certain)

- Venue - Airport or Movie theater.
  - Airport X, Substantial security. Too much of a terrorist history. Terrorism isn't the message. The message is there is no message. Just fools will misinterpreted correlation for causation, namely relationships & work failure as causes, both were exploiting catalysts not the reason. The situation being my choice of mind for the past 3 years,